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COMPENDIUM OF REGULATORY CONSULTEE RESPONSES 
This document is a compendium of the responses received from the Regulatory Consultees under the Consultation process for the Pre-Submission version 
of NP4Yaxham under Regulation 14. 
The “Smallfish” comments relate to the Breckland Comments on the Draft Plan and are given by Mark Thompson and Melissa Burgan of Smallfish, the 
Consultants retained by NP4Yham. 
Policy STR [1] ACTION SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted and the 
“Gaps” have been 
amended 
accordingly 

Strategic Gaps: The map is a bit unclear as to what’s what, 
but appears to show that nearly the whole of the Parish is a 
gap. I don’t think an Inspector would accept this, but even if 
they did at Examination, I think it could be challenged 
through a planning application at appeal. Gap 1 is probably 
ok. Gap 3 could probably be linear along the road between 
the settlements only. I’m not really sure of the area covered 
by Gap 2 from the map. 

This policy is considered too restrictive and the Council objects to 
the policy in its current form. The majority of the parish is 
covered by the 'gaps' and therefore creates a quasi 'Green Belt' 
around the settlement. Strategic gaps 1 & 3 appear excessive for 
their purpose and if adopted would prejudice a settlement 
currently proposed for allocation in the emerging Local Plan by 
significantly reducing choice for possible sites to be identified. It 
is suggested that smaller gaps with stronger policy restrictions 
might be more effective in retaining the gaps between 
settlements and the objectives of the policy. Officers note that in 
the supporting text it is reasonably implied that one of the 
important issues is keeping the settlements visually separate. A 
more considered approach to achieving this aim would be to 
redraw the gaps established through field work, using sight lines 
and the precise areas/distances required to prevent visual 
coalescence.  Therefore, the policy as currently drafted conflicts 
with the direction of the intentions of the emerging Local Plan 
policy PD 05 rural areas, and principles of development (adjacent 
to settlement boundaries suggest more criteria based policy for 
proposals to fulfil before they can be supported}.  Use of the 
term 'perceived' can be subjective and easily challenged by 
applicants/agents and it is suggested that alternative wording is 
considered.  

Policy HOU [1]  SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 
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Noted and 
Actioned 

Paragraph 55 is a material consideration so is covered by this 
policy and therefore not contrary to it. Change 
“development boundary” to “settlement boundary”. 
Examples of benefits could be community benefits (such as 
items from your community action policies, etc). 

This policy does not comply with National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF} Paragraph 55 and is in direct conflict with the 
intentions of the emerging local plan policy PD05 rural areas, 
which will provide criteria for development beyond the adopted 
settlement boundaries.  Material considerations - is this sentence 
necessary as we are required to take into account material 
considerations - it's fundamental to making planning decisions.  
Include examples - what benefits can outweigh harm rather than 
developments that retain openness? 
It is recommended that the Neighbourhood Plan uses the term 
'settlement' boundary to be consistent with the Preferred 
Directions Document. 

Policy HOU [2]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted Melissa - This is bit rich given that the Council has a density 
policy of 40dpa, which is inappropriate to the context of 99% 
of the district! Remove the words “within or abutting the 
development boundary”. 
HOU2: Mark - The maximum density could 
disproportionately impact on the deliverability of 1 or 2 
bedroomed houses, so I think they have a point. However, 
the policy does say that this maximum would be flexible 
where viability is an issue, and I think the issue with 1 or 2 
bedroomed houses would be that of viability. So I think the 
policy covers it.  

The Neighbourhood Plan should not seek to be prescriptive with 
respect to housing density, but place emphasis on good design 
and layout which fits the vernacular of the village and the 
development's setting within the village and in relation to 
adjacent buildings. The policy as drafted could prevent 
development at a higher density which may be otherwise 
acceptable in coming forward.  The NPPF is clear that good 
design (which includes density as a consideration}, is a key aspect 
of sustainable development, is indivisible from good planning and 
should contribute to making places better for people. Permission 
should not be refused for development which promotes high 
levels of sustainability because of "concerns about 
incompatibility with an existing townscape" if those concerns are 
mitigated by good design. As such, higher density may well be 
acceptable if there is a design-led approach. In line with future 
development proposals, think viability - potentially this is not 
enforceable.  Low density development will increase the area of 
the site allocations and could lead to conflict with the strategic 
gap policy STR(l). The Parish Council should think about possible 
unintended consequences i.e. what will this means for 
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developments that are not within or don't abut the settlement 
boundary - can they have a higher density?  The form and 
character of the development and the surrounding area is key 
here, not necessarily density.  Densities can stifle development 
and the strategic needs for housing in the district i.e. smaller 
1and 2 bedroom dwellings.  Is there an evidence base for this 
figure? Is this net or gross density? This requires clarification. 

Policy HOU [3]  SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

Planning officers use judgement to determine whether 
something fits with existing pattern all the time. Replace 
“encouraged” with “supported” 

The Council cannot attach any weight to this policy if the Council 
cannot demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply. 
The use of the phrase, 'development of an appropriate scale 
commensurate with the existing pattern etc.'is questioned as it is 
unclear how would this be demonstrated?  The Council considers 
that this policy may not be necessary given STR1, HOU2 and 
HOU71 Its purpose is currently unclear. 

Policy HOU [4]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted But what if their new Local Plan is not adopted for 5 years? 
Or doesn’t include Policy PD05? Keep. 

This policy replicates the wording and the intentions of 
BRECKLANDd Council's emerging Local Plan Policy PDOS rural 
areas. As such,it is recommended that it is not required for the 
Neighbourhood Plan. 

Policy HOU [SJ
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

Discuss with Council what they mean. Delete “aim to” This policy requires evidence of need which could be provided by 
the Council's Housing team. 

Policy HOU [6]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted Don’t agree – you have provided clear “criteria” rather than 
something vague (such as they were complaining about in an 
earlier policy) like “the surrounding grain” 

The policy replicates a number of the issues covered in the 
emerging policies COM1 design & COM2 protection of amenity. 
The policy is too restrictive on the issue of building 
heights/number of storeys. This would be a judgement based on 
the form and character of the surrounding 'grain' of 
development. 
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Policy HOU [7]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted Disagree- the policy is general enough that it will encompass 
the existing and emerging district wide affordable housing 
policy 

The Council consider that this is more appropriately dealt with 
within the Local Plan based on up-to-date evidence. 

Policy ENV [1]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted It shouldn’t really matter which policy these items are in These issues ought to be covered in the design policy. 

Policy ENV [2]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

No comment The policy builds upon the requirements of emerging local plan 
policy COM02. These issues could be covered in a design of 
protection of amenity policy. 

  GARVESTONE, REYMERSTON & THUXTON PC 

Noted  Agree with ENV2 

  NATURAL ENGLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

 We welcome policy ENV2, (note that dark skies are also excellent 
for bats) and also welcome the focus on sustainability throughout 
the plan. 

Policy ENV [3]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

Change number of TPO’s from three to 11 The Conservation Area - which in itself is a designated heritage 
asset - was designated on the 2nd of September 1985. It is 
confirmed that the total number of listed buildings are six.  A 
heritage asset, as defined by the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF), is a building, monument, site, place, area or 
landscape identified as having a degree of significance meriting 
consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage 
interest. Heritage assets include designated heritage assets and 
undesignated heritage assets identified by the local planning 
authority, including local listing.  The Council does not administer 
a local list of undesignated heritage assets, so does not therefore 
have adopted criteria for what might be included on such a local 
list. Notwithstanding this, Historic England (English Heritage) 
state that a range of methods can be used to identify 
undesignated heritage assets, though no single method will 
produce a definitive list. However, Historic England's document, 
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Good Practice Guide for Local Heritage Listing, provides the 
following commonly applied selection criteria for assessing 
suitability of assets for local heritage listing, which are adapted 
from those used for national designations:- 
Although not specified with the guidance, it would appear that 
where the guidance has been used to formulate established 
criteria, a building or structure must meet two or more of these 
significance-measuring criteria to be identified as a non-
designated heritage asset.  The last national review of listed 
buildings by the (then) Department of National Heritage was 
undertaken in the mid 1980's. To the best of our knowledge, 
Historic England, are not due to undertake a similar national 
resurvey to 'update' the statutory lists. However, BRECKLAND 
Council did their own informal district wide list review during 
2005 and did not find any additional buildings worthy of 
recommendation for inclusion on the statutory list.  The total 
number of TPO's is actually eleven as opposed to three as stated.  
Paragraph 128 of the NPPF sets out information that an applicant 
should submit to Council where proposals will impact the historic 
environment.  It is unclear what is meant by 'take account of? 

  HISTORIC ENGLAND 

Noted and all 
points Actioned 

 It is important that the Neighbourhood Plan safeguards those 
elements which contribute to the importance of those historic 
assets.   This will assist in ensuring they can be enjoyed by future 
generations of the area and make sure it is in line with national 
planning policy.     
Neighbourhood Plan Policy ENV3 – CONSERVATION AREA & 
HERITAGE ASSETS 
 
Historic England recommend additional wording here and as, 
 
Development proposals will be supported where they conserve 
or enhance the significance of heritage assets of the Parish and 
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their settings. Heritage assets include both nationally-listed 
heritage assets and non-designated heritage asset. 
 
Reference to non-designated heritage assets is consistent with 
guidance in the National Planning Policy Framework and National 
Planning Policy Guidance. It also links to the Parish Action Plan 
Point PAP 5 on Heritage Assets. 
 
Page 44 and requirements to consult Historic England 
 
It is correct that Historic England must be consulted on 
development affecting the setting of a Grade I or II* listed 
building.  For completeness it is worth adding that Historic 
England must be given notice of applications for works in respect 
of a Grade I or II* listed building and for certain works to Grade II 
(unstarred) listed buildings (see  Arrangements for handling 
heritage applications direction 2015 and National Planning Policy 
Guidance at Paragraph: 059 Reference ID: 18a-059-20140306 
under conserving and enhancing the Historic Environment – 
consultation and notification requirements for heritage related 
applications). 

Policy ENV [4]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

1st sentence makes clear the policy intention. Could include 
map as suggested. Replace “encouraged” with “supported” 

This policy requires hedgerows to be protected and where 
possible enhanced; however, it also allows for their removal and 
replacement elsewhere within the vicinity. It is suggested that 
the policy needs to more explicitly set out what it seeks to 
achieve.  It is recommend that it be made clear in the explanatory 
text that policy would be partly implemented through the 
submission of a landscaping scheme accompanying planning 
applications and could be satisfactorily dealt with through the 
imposition of planning conditions on any grant of planning 
permission.  In terms of the enhancement of ecological networks, 
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it would be useful to include a reference to a map which shows 
the location of these sites. 

  NATURAL ENGLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

 We agree with all the policies put forward (as covered by our 
remit), and are pleased to see that ENV4 emphasizes the 
enhancement of ecological networks, county wildlife sites and 
hedgerows.  

Policy ENV [5]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

Agree with final paragraph of Breckland’s comments – 
should be given further thought 

By designating land as Local Green Space local communities will 
be able to rule out new development other than in very special 
circumstances. Paragraph 77 of the NPPF requires that the 
designation should only be used where: 
- the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the 
community it serves; 
- the green area is demonstrably special to a local 
community and holds a particular local significance, for example 
because of its beauty, historic significance, recreational value 
(including as a playing field), tranquillity or richness of its wildlife; 
and 
- the green area concerned is local in character and is not 
an extensive tract of land. 
This Policy seeks to identify and designate sites in the parish. The 
emerging Local Plan policy also provides the framework for such 
designations. The methodology closely aligns to that of the 
National Planning Practice Guidance. Any local Green Space 
designation must follow the methodology detailed in the Local 
Plan. Each suggested designation will need to be assessed against 
the criteria given and the assessment included in the consultation 
versions of the local plan so as to elicit comment . Please see 
page 101-106 in the Preferred Directions. 
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It would be useful to state how development affecting these 
green spaces would be assessed, or how they could be improved, 
or how development could help to improve them? 

Policy ENV [6]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

Change title to “Prevention of Surface Water Flooding”. 
Change “Surface Water management Plan” to “Surface 
Water Management Assessment” or ”Site Specific Surface 
Water Management Plan” 

This policy only applies to surface water flooding therefore to 
avoid confusion the title of the policy should be amended to 
reflect this. 
To avoid confusion the term 'Surface Water Management Plan' 
should be revised as these are produced for the districts by the 
Lead Local Flood Authority. 
The Council recommends that you contact the Lead Local Flood 
Authority before the wording of this policy is finalised. 

  ANGLIAN WATER 

Noted and 
Actioned 

 All developments should seek to reduce flood risk and 
incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS). We would wish 
to see in policy that all developments should adhere to the 
surface water management hierarchy outlined in Part H of 
Building Regulations with disposal to a surface water sewer seen 
as a last resort. It should be noted there are no public surface 
water sewers within the catchment shown on our records and 
therefore any surface water drainage solution must not include a 
connection to main sewer. Under no circumstances will surface 
water be permitted to discharge to the public foul sewerage 
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network. We would want the document to clearly state that a 
surface water drainage solution will need to be identified and 
implemented prior to the construction of hard standing areas to 
protect our existing and future customers. 

Policy ENV [8]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

Change title to “Sustainable Design” Recommend that a general policy on sustainable development 
should underpin the rest. If so this should be policy No 1. If, 
however, the policy is about using sustainable building materials 
in the design of new buildings and adapting to climate change, 
then suggest another title 'Sustainable Design'? Build on  

Policy ENV [9]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

 Noted  Melissa - Don’t agree with comments – policy will only apply 
to developments providing new footpaths. Delete “and aim” 
ENV9 and TRA1: Mark - The convention is that new 
developments link to footways (as opposed to footpaths) 
and that footways are widened or introduced as part of new 
development. However, this would in my view contribute to 
the urbanisation of the village. I wonder whether the 
emphasis should be on making improvements to and linking 
with the footpath network in the vicinity of the village, 
where this is practicable and feasible, in preference to 
footway improvements. Just a thought.  

The supporting text relates to off-site issues. This is not 
appropriate as the policy could only seek to influence links from 
within the development site and not beyond. Suggest that this be 
made more specific in the policy and the supporting text should 
be revised.  For information, emerging Local Plan Policy E06 
'Developer Contributions' specifies that contributions can only be 
sought for impacts directly relate to the development which links 
back to the provisions of Regulation 122 of the Community 
Infrastructure Levy Regulations. 

   NATURAL ENGLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

 The area is evidently heavily reliant on the car so we agree that 
you should provide more pedestrian access so that residents are 
able to walk to work, which is covered in ENV9.  
We would like to see more emphasis on strategic green 
infrastructure in the plan. We consider it is important that each 
settlement has a coherent network of green spaces to both 
support wildlife and improve the health and wellbeing of the 
community. 

COMM 02   YAXHAM PRIMARY SCHOOL 
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  Provision of Outdoor Learning Space 

Policy ECN [1]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

Add in what Parish would like to see This policy encourages micro and small businesses subject to 
acceptable impacts on residential amenity, transport and the 
environment and sufficient on-site parking.  Suggest that whilst 
this policy is clear, it adds little to existing policies on amenity 
COM 02 in emerging Local Plan and Policy DC 1in Adopted Core 
Strategy.   
Link back to vision and objectives about what the parish would 
like to see. 

Policy ECN [2]
  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

Agree – not strictly a planning policy matter and therefore 
would likely be difficult to condition/enforce, particularly if 
infrastructure not in place on the ground. Should this be in a 
blue box rather than yellow? 

The provision of good communications is an important aspect of 
sustainable economic growth in rural areas. Support for 
broadband would reduce the need for travel and contribute to 
the achievement of sustainable development.  However, the 
policy as worded is overly prescriptive and strays into matters 
beyond planning and land-use policy. 

PAP6   SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

Noted Don’t agree with comments – it should not be a policy as it is 
not a planning matter 

These community aspirations could be incorporated into a policy 
with TRA 1. A key vision of the NP appears to be to discourage 
car-use and making walking and cycling safer. Policies need to be 
re-worded to enhance the priorities of footpaths and connectivity 
with more specific detail and identification of green corridors to 
facilitate aims and aspirations rather than seeking to reduce 
speed.  Recommend that this policy direction is given further 
thought. It is suggested looking at the wording to include, 
walkability, sustainable transport, facilitation of traffic speeds 
etc. and green infrastructure. 

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 
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Policy TRA [1]
  

Noted and 
Actioned 

Melissa - Don’t understand how it is both the same as there 
emerging policy and too onerous? Agree that bit about not 
increasing traffic flows should be removed. Breckland 
appear to have misunderstood – the policy does not require 
a Transport Assessment. 
 
ENV9 and TRA1: Mark - The convention is that new 
developments link to footways (as opposed to footpaths) 
and that footways are widened or introduced as part of new 
development. However, this would in my view contribute to 
the urbanisation of the village. I wonder whether the 
emphasis should be on making improvements to and linking 
with the footpath network in the vicinity of the village, 
where this is practicable and feasible, in preference to 
footway improvements. Just a thought.  

The policy replicates the requirements of emerging policy TROl 
and is considered to be too onerous on developers.  The Council's 
approach set out in its Local List seeks a Transport Assessment 
where a proposed development is likely to have significant 
transport implications. Transport Assessments will be required 
generally for larger developments, such as housing schemes of 
more than SO dwellings, and other developments with more than 
100 car parking spaces. The coverage and detail of the Transport 
Assessment should reflect the scale of the development and the 
extent of the transport implications of the proposal. 
It is unreasonable to state that new development will not add to 
increased traffic flows. However, the use of sustainable modes of 
transport should be encouraged.  Further advice on individual 
proposals can also be obtained from Norfolk County Council as 
the local highway authority.  This policy is in conflict with the 
emerging parking standards contained in Appendix 2 of the 
emerging Local Plan as included in the recent 'Preferred 
Directions' consultation document and this could affect the 
viability of a site. Local parking standards should only be imposed 
where there is clear and compelling justification that they are 
necessary to manage their local road network. Any alternatives 
would require robust evidence to support the approach. 
Therefore, the policy is not supported. 
This policy refers to changes of use of existing facilities that might 
result in the loss of the facility. These will be permitted provided 
that the facility is replaced or there is otherwise adequate and 
appropriate provision and the use is no longer viable. In relation 
to the last criterion, a twelve-month marketing period is required 
as well as demonstration that the terms offered are reasonable. 
Given the NPPF's support for a prosperous rural economy and the 
importance of the retention and development of local services 
and facilities, this policy is in line with national policy and 
guidance. 
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The policy adds detail to policy COM 04 of the emerging Local 
Plan and DC 18 of the Adopted Core Strategy. At the time of 
writing these comments, as Yaxham's position as a Local Service 
Centre has not been resolved, if it remains in the Local Service 
Centre tier of the settlement hierarch this policy would help to 
achieve sustainable development and is supported. 

  NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL 

Noted and 

Actioned 

 Paragraph 2 ‘Development proposals should include a statement 
as part of the applicatio that sets out and demonstrates how the 
new development will either not add to increased traffic flows or 
how  
any increase will be minimised and its adverse effects mitigated’ 
The Highway Authority feels that it is not reasonable to state that 
new development should not add to traffic flows.  The local 
transport system needs to be balanced in favour of sustainable 
transport modes, giving people a real choice about how they 
travel.  The neighbourhood plan should therefore aim to promote 
and encourage sustainable transport solutions as appropriate for 
the local rural community.  The plan should encourage 
developments that aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
local congestion.  The plan should support a pattern of 
development which, where reasonable to do so, facilitates the 
use of sustainable modes of transport.  Recommendation: 
Remove the second paragraph and replace with the requirement 
for developments to promote sustainable transport solutions. 
 

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 
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Policy TRA [2]
  

Noted and 
Actioned 

Agree that this looks a bit onerous, but not sure that it 
matters that the standard is higher as long as it can be 
justified. 
TRA2: Mark -There is a risk that the parking standards will be 
seen as too onerous. They could be left as they are and just 
see what the inspector says. If doing this, the case would be 
strengthened if there were to be some local evidence of car 
ownership and its relationship to the number of bedrooms 
in houses. I’m not sure how you could get this evidence, 
apart from a local survey perhaps. 

This policy is in conflict with the emerging parking standards 
contained in Appendix 2 of the emerging Local Plan as included 
in the recent 'Preferred Directions' consultation document and 
this could affect the viability of a site. Local parking standards 
should only be imposed where there is clear and compelling 
justification that they are necessary to manage their local road 
network. Any alternatives would require robust evidence to 
support the approach. Therefore, the policy is not supported. 

 

 

  NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL 

Noted and 

Actioned 

 The neighbourhood plan should only impose local parking standards for residential and non-residential 
authorities where there is a clear and compelling justification that they are necessary to manage their local 
road network.  
In accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework Chapter 4 Paragraph 39 
If setting local parking standards for residential and non-residential development, 

local planning authorities should take into account: 

 the accessibility of the development; 

 the type, mix and use of development; 

 the availability of and opportunities for public transport; 

 local car ownership levels; and 

 an overall need to reduce the use of high-emission vehicles. 
 

The Highway Authority feels that policy TRA2 is unreasonable in stating a minimum number of parking spaces 

per dwelling and that this contravenes the NPPF policy on car parking in that it is too descriptive and could 

adversely affect a sites viability.  

Should you have any queries with the above comments please call or email Richard Doleman (Principal 
Infrastructure and Growth Planner) on 01603 223263 or email richard.doleman@norfolk.gov.uk 

 

Policy COM 
[1]  

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

 Noted No comment received from Smallfish This policy refers to changes of use of existing facilities that 
might result in the loss of the facility. These will be permitted 
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provided that the facility is replaced or there is otherwise 
adequate and appropriate provision and the use is no longer 
viable. In relation to the last criterion, a twelve-month 
marketing period is required as well as demonstration that the 
terms offered are reasonable.  Given the NPPF's support for a 
prosperous rural economy and the importance of the retention 
and development of local services and facilities, this policy is in 
line with national policy and guidance.  The policy adds detail to 
policy COM 04 of the emerging Local Plan and DC 18 of the 
Adopted Core Strategy. At the time of writing these comments, 
as Yaxham's position as a Local Service Centre has not been 
resolved, if it remains in the Local Service Centre tier of the 
settlement hierarch this policy would help to achieve 
sustainable development and is supported.  The policy adds 
detail to policy COM 04 of the emerging Local Plan and DC 18 of 
the Adopted Core Strategy. At the time of writing these 
comments, as Yaxham's position as a Local Service Centre has 
not been resolved, if it remains 

Policy COM 
[2] 

 SMALLFISH BRECKLAND 

 Noted and 
Actioned 

Think the policy makes very clear where the contributions 
would go. No need to provide more general information as 
this is contained in Breckland Core Strategy and SPD on 
Developer Contributions. Could list project in order of 
priority, as suggested, although priority may depend on the 
location of the proposed development in question. 

This policy would benefit from being amended to set out the 
general approach to securing financial contributions, i.e. the type 
of developments that would be required to provide them; what 
form of obligation/mitigation would be necessary; and generally 
where the contributions would go.  The policy should also be 
amended to state that they would go to projects in order of 
priority within the most up-to-date list of open space projects 
and community facility projects, public art projects, transport 
projects. 

   NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL 

Noted and 
Actioned 

 Community Priorities for developer funding:- The County Council broadly supports the Community Benefit 
Policy COM 2 – Developer Funding Priorities. However, the supporting text and policy will need to make it 
clear that any priorities relating to the developer funding towards local infrastructure (involving S106 
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agreements) will have to satisfy the legal tests set out in Reg 122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
Regulations (2010 as amended). All infrastructure requirements must now be compliant with the legal tests 
set out in the CIL Regulations and be:  
 
 • Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 
 • Directly related to the development; and 
 • Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 
 
If the District Council is minded to prepare a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Charging Schedule rather 

than continue with the existing planning obligations (S106) mechanism for securing developer funding, then 

the priorities set out in Policy COM 2 would ideally need to be reflected in the District Council’s emerging CIL 

Reg 123 List (i.e. list of infrastructure which CIL will be eligible to fund).  

In the event that a CIL Charging Schedule is taken forward by Breckland DC and Parish Council adopted their 

Neighbour Plan, then the Parish Council would be entitled to 25% of any CIL receipt captured within the 

Parish. 

Attached to these comments is a paper prepared by the County Council on how 

Parish Council could potentially spend their CIL receipt. 
 

PAP 01   ENVIRONMENT AGENCY 

 Noted and 
Actioned 

 We note that lack of sewerage capacity has been identified as an 
infrastructure constraint. However, we support PAP1 – Critical 
Infrastructure. The Plan should make reference to the Council’s 
Water Cycle Study as a useful source of evidence to inform 
planning in the neighbourhood area.   

PAP 05   HISTORIC ENGLAND 

Noted and 
Actioned 

 Reference to non-designated heritage assets is consistent with 
guidance in the National Planning Policy Framework and National 
Planning Policy Guidance. It also links to the Parish Action Plan 
Point PAP 5 on Heritage Assets. 
 
Page 44 and requirements to consult Historic England - It is 
correct that Historic England must be consulted on development 
affecting the setting of a Grade I or II* listed building.  For 
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completeness it is worth adding that Historic England must be 
given notice of applications for works in respect of a Grade I or II* 
listed building and for certain works to Grade II (unstarred) listed 
buildings (see  Arrangements for handling heritage applications 
direction 2015 and National Planning Policy Guidance at 
Paragraph: 059 Reference ID: 18a-059-20140306 under 
conserving and enhancing the Historic Environment – 
consultation and notification requirements for heritage related 
applications). 

   MATTISHALL PARISH COUNCIL/NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN  

 Noted  As your neighbours in Mattishall, we are very pleased to see that 
your policies mirror or complement those that we are developing 
in our Neighbourhood Plan. We will continue to work closely with 
you and ensure that the wording of similar policies in our plans 
effectively reinforce each other - e.g. the 'Green Gaps' policies.  
We note and appreciate PAP7 which refers to facilities and 
services provided to Yaxham residents from outside the village. 
The Mattishall NP will reinforce this point particularly in respect 
of medical services and facilities. 
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GENERAL COMMENTS 

GENERAL 
POINTS 

 MATTISHALL SURGERY 

Noted We are happy to support limited housing development but would appreciate developers having an 
understanding of the knock on effect this will have on the health infrastructure. Permission for 
housing needs to be subject to financial support being made available for local services.  Investment 
will be needed to maintain the current level of provision of services by the GP Surgery as the 
population increases and ages.  A new purpose built surgery will be needed within 5 years 

 NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL 

Noted Health and Wellbeing  

Should you have any queries with the above comments please call or email Martin 

Seymour (Specialty Registrar in Public Health) 01603 638431 (email 

martin.seymour@norfolk.gov.uk)  

Other Comments 

Economic Development:- it is felt that this section of the Plan (5.5) could potentially 

benefit from reference to fact that the Mid Norfolk Railway runs through the village. 

Given that the village is “keen to encourage modest local economic development..”, 

it is felt that having a preserved railway running from the village with a station/stop 

could provide opportunities for the village economy.  
 

 ENVIRONMENT AGENCY 

Noted We support Principle 1 – Environment which encourages all new development to contribute to 
protecting and enhancing the environment. This is line with the requirements of the National Planning 
Policy Framework paragraph 109.   
 

 HISTORIC ENGLAND 

Noted Historic England is primarily concerned with the impact of proposals on the historic environment and 

our comments will focus on those aspects of the plan.  We welcome the acknowledgement of the 

historic environment contained within the plan and the appropriate emphasis given to it as core 

principle at section 4.2 which states that ‘All new development should contribute to protecting and 
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enhancing our natural, built and historic environment for future generations’ and at objective 7 ‘to 

conserve and enhance the historic built and environmental heritage within the parish’. 

 

Your Neighbourhood Plan includes a number of designated heritage assets including a conservation 

area and 6 listed buildings.    These are designated heritage assets (as set out at page 44) and Historic 

England also supports the inclusion of non-designated assets of local interest, as set out at page 45.  

Non-designated heritage assets are assets with a degree of significance meriting consideration in 

planning decisions but which are not formally designated heritage assets.  The combination of both 

designated and non-designated heritage assets is sometimes collectively referred to as ‘significant 

places’ (see Historic England Enabling Development and the Conservation of Significant Places – 

glossary).   Heritage assets are expected to be conserved and enhanced for generations to come.  A 

positive strategy will address all the necessary means of achieving that end, the consequence of which 

may stretch into many other areas of land-use planning such as design, infrastructure and natural 

environment policies.  The pre-submission Neighbourhood Plan does include a clear and positive 

strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment of the village and parish as is 

required under the National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPF) at its paragraph 126.   

 

 GARVESTONE, REYMERSTON & THUXTON PC 

Noted Agree with Strategic Gaps 

  MATTISHALL PARISH COUNCIL/NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

Noted Strategic gaps – agree 

Housing – agree 

Environmental – agree 

Economic development – agree 

Transport - agree  

Community benefit – agree 
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